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INTRODUCTION

The Workflow Overview is a graphical functionality within Standard ERP that allows it's users to easily follow certain stages or

steps of a certain task that requires these steps to be followed for the whole process to be completed. The Workflow

Overview is therefore a very good tool to organize certain processes in your company.

The workflow overview can be setup so it's available for every user of Standard ERP, or for certain departments within your

company, or it can be setup per user, so it is very flexible allowing different scenarios.

The setup of the Workflow Overview is also very flexible. It can be setup, in a sales orientated perspective, so that you can

get an instant overview of your sales pipeline and follow-up with your Quotations throughout their lifespan. However, this is

not the only possibility for the Workflow Overview, if you are a company that provides services to your customers, it can be

setup so that you can mange the whole process, starting from booking the service to the customer up until the process of

the service being completed at the customer. Other possibilities are Project Management, Check-Ins and Outs of Hotel

Guests, Kitchen Orders, Cleaning of Rooms.
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SETTING UP THE WORKFLOW OVERVIEW 

The Workflow Overview is accessible from the Navigation Centre window:

If you select this button without any setup done, then you get the following window:

In order to start using the Workflow Overview to better suit your company's needs, the first step is to setup Standard ERP so

that the Workflow Overview displays the process that you want to manage. There are two main settings for this: Company

Workflow Overview and User Workflow Overview that are both in the CRM (Customer Relationship Management) module. By

default, every user in the company will see in the Workflow Overview the configuration that is defined in the Company

Workflow Overview setting. While the User workflow Overview setting allows you to define a different configuration for a

particular user. We will now go through both of these settings.

Company Workflow Overview

When you select this setting in the CRM module, you will get the following window:
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View Name: By assigning different View Names to different columns you can change the information that will be shown

in the Workflow Overview. As an example, a View with the Name “SALES” might display Quotations and Activities

with the Activity Type for Customer Meetings, while a View named “FINANCE” might display Activities with the Activity

Types for Debt Collection and Expense Approvals. At the top of the Workflow Manager, there is a View field that you

can use to change the View at any time (in this example, to switch between the “SALES” and “FINANCE” Views). 

Column Name: Here you specify the name of a certain column, for example: Valid Quotations. 

Register: Here you choose the register, using Paste Special – Cmd Enter, from which the data will be shown in the

column. The options available are: Activities, Project Activities, ToDos, Kitchen Orders, Opportunities, Projects,

Quotations and Sales Orders. For example, if the Column Name is “Valid Quotations”, you would choose the

Quotations register. 

Filter: Here you choose more precisely which records will be shown in the column. Use Paste Special to see which filters

are available. For Activities you can filter by different Activity Types, for Sales Orders by Order Classes and for

Quotations by Quotation Classes. For example, if the Column Name is “Valid Quotations”, you might choose to

display Quotations whose Class is “V” (for “Valid”). It is required to specify at least one filter for the column to display

some elements.

Filter 2: this field is only used if the Register is “Activities” or “Project Activities”. You can use it if you want to specify a

second condition that Activities and Project Activities must meet in order to be displayed in the Workflow Overview. If

the Register chosen is “Activities” then when you Paste Special (Cmd Enter) here, you will see the option “Activity

States”; if the Register chosen is “Project Activities”, then when you Paste Special (Cmd Enter) here, you will see the

option “Activity Types” in this field. You can enter several values in this field, separated by commas, and also, you

can leave this field blank, if it is not needed for the workflow you want to setup. 

Amounts: Choose, with Paste Special, whether the amounts shown in the column should include or exclude VAT. 

Colour: Select, what kind of colour will the column header have in Workflow Overview window.

Select the Save button to save the setting. In the bellow image is setup an example, to better illustrate the fields described

above:
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Specified Quotation Classes and Activity types need to be used on quotations and activities when records are being

created, otherwise data will not be displayed in the Workflow Overview. To ensure that the Quotation Class field is always

filled in, you can select the “Require Quotation Class” checkbox in Quotation Settings in the Quotation module settings. 

The Company Workflow Overview setting just described will control what is shown in the Workflow Overview for everyone in

the company. 

As an example, the Workflow Overview will have the following configuration, if we leave the “View Name” empty based on

the configuration example setup above (first five lines):

User Workflow Overview

If you need the Workflow Overview to display different information for a particular user, enter a record for that user in the

User Workflow Overview setting. Start by going to the CRM module, then go to Settings and select User Workflow Overview.

In the Users Workflow Overview Browse Window, go to the “Create Menu” and choose “New Users Workflow Overview”, the

following window will be shown:
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As you can see the User Workflow Overview setting is very similar to the Company Workflow Overview setting, where the

difference lies in that you need to specify in the “Person” field the person it will apply to the way the columns have been

setup. To find out how each field in the matrix should be defined, please refer to the setting “Company Workflow Overview”

described above.

To better illustrate this, bellow is an example of the setup for the user “AM”, where one of his tasks is to followup daily on

due invoices:

And the outcome of this setup is shown in the bellow Workflow Overview when we select “AM” in the “Person” field (or when

user AM logs in to the system and opens Workflow Overview):
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And as you can see, it has a different view from the General one setup for the company that was shown in the example

above for the Company Workflow Overview setting:
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WORKFLOW OVERVIEW WINDOW

Once you have setup the Workflow Overview, it's time to start using it to your company's benefit. In order to be easier to

explain how the Workflow Overview works, let's use the following example: 

As we can see, all the opportunities are classified based on the stage of the opportunity. We can see the potential value of

all the sales ideas and all the Ideas, Leads, Quotations, Won and Orders. These classifications are very flexible and can be

configured as per the need of management. 

There are 2 parts in the Workflow Overview: the Header and the columns part which consists of most part of the workflow

Overview.

Workflow Overview Header

The Workflow Overview can be filtered by View, Person, Supervisor, CC, Priority, Project, Sales Group, Keyword (Filter),

Customer, Period or Objects/Tags. You can use Paste-Special in all these fields (except when filtering using some search

criteria (keyword)). You can also convert all amounts to a certain Currency. It is also possible to determine the sorting order

of the elements within the Workflow Overview column. They can be sorted by Icon (Red, Yellow, Green or Grey - described

below), Value, Caption, Date or Customer.

At the head of each column you will see displayed the number of Activities/Quotations/Orders in that column and the total

value of the entries. In the case of Activities, this information will be taken from the tile 'Time', fields Amount and Currency
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fields that you can use for instance to estimate the value of a lead that has yet not been quoted.

Workflow Overview Columns

The Columns are populated with the elements from the configured registers (Activities, Quotations, Orders, etc.) based on

the filters (such as particular Activity States, Quotation Classes, etc.) that are setup in Company (User) Workflow Overview

Settings.

For the Above Workflow Overview shown, the setup is the following:

The first column of the workflow Overview, in this example called “Ideas”, will be populated with all Activities that belong to

the “Activity Type”: IDEA (Filter Column in the example shown).

The second column of the workflow Overview, in this example called “Leads”, will be populated with all Activities that belong

to the “Activity Type”: LEAD (Filter Column in the example shown).

The third column of the workflow Overview, in this example called “Valid Quotations”, will be populated with all Quotations

that belong to the “Quotation Class”: V (Filter Column in the example shown).

The forth column of the workflow Overview, in this example called “Won Quotations”, will be populated with all Quotations

that belong to the “Quotation Class”: W (Filter Column in the example shown).

The fifth column of the workflow Overview, in this example called “Service Visits”, will be populated with all Activities of Type

“To Do” not showing in the Calendar, but rather being picked up from the Task Manager, that belong to the “Activity Type”:

SERV (Filter Column in the example shown).

In our illustrated example above, all values will be shown excluding VAT and each column heading has a color defined, in

our case, Yellow, Lemon, Gold, Sunset Orange and Flamingo, respectively.

Meaning of the colours for each Record

Different colors in the Workflow Overview represent different statuses of Quotations and Activities. The colours in the

Workflow Overview are decided in the same manner as for the Workflow Manager. You can connect an Activity to any

Quotation, Order or Activity in the Workflow Overview using the Workflow Manager. If this connected Activity has a date that

has passed, the Quotation, Order or Activity will have a red mark in the Workflow Overview; if the connected Activity has a

date that is today, it will have a green mark; if the connected Activity has a date in the future, the mark will be grey and if

there is no connected follow-up Activity, the mark will be yellow: 

- indicates that there has been an activity attached to this deal and it has a date in the past (overdue)

- indicates that there has been an activity attached to this deal and it has a date today (due today)

- indicates that there has been an activity attached to this deal and it has a date in the future (not due)

- indicates that there is no follow up activity attached to this deal, in this case, the date of a Quotation or

original Activity is not relevant.

The icon indications work a little bit differently for Kitchen Orders. Each Kitchen order has Date and Time set automatically

upon creation of the record. The icon on the Workflow Overview element will change based on the following rules:

1. Element will have a Red icon when the current time is 10 minutes or more past the time of the Kitchen Order (e.g.

current time is 10:00 and Kitchen Order's time is 09:45).

2. Element will have a Green icon when the difference between the current time and Kitchen Order's time is from 10

up to 0 minutes (e.g.: current time is 10:00 and Kitchen Order's time is 09:55).

3. Element will have a Grey icon when the Kitchen Order's time is more than 0 minutes past the current time (e.g.:

current time is 10:00 and Kitchen Order's time is 10:15).
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Working from the Workflow Overview

The Workflow Overview is not merely a monitoring tool. You can also use it as central navigation centre in your sales work.

This means that you can create directly in the Workflow Overview New Activities and Quotations. In this case the Activity type

and Quotation Class fields will be automatically filled in by the first type/class entered to the Workflow Overview setting, and

once these records are saved, they will appear automatically in the respective column of the Workflow Overview..

Both Activities, To Do Activities (Task Manager) and Quotations can be opened from the Workflow Overview and this is how

they will look:

New Quotation:
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New Activity:

Task Manager:

If you have more than one column of the same type of record (Quotation, Sales Order, Activity or Kitchen Order), the

Workflow Overview supports Drag-And-Drop between those columns. For example, if you have a Valid Quotation, like in our

example, that the customer has accepted, you can simply drag it to the “Won Quotations” column (in our example). The

Quotation Class (in this example) will be immediately updated from “V” (valid) to “W” (won). 
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An Activity will disappear from the Workflow Overview when it is marked as Done or its Activity Type is changed to one not

specified in the Workflow Overview settings. A Quotation will disappear when its Status is changed to Accepted or Rejected

or when moved to another Quotation Class, and Orders will disappear when marked as Closed or moved to a different

Order Class. 

Open any record in the Workflow Overview by selecting it, and you can view all it's details, and edit it accordingly as well if

you wish.
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EXERCISES

Questions:

1. What is the Workflow Overview in Standard ERP?

2. Does Workflow Overview come setup per default when you first install Standard ERP?

3. Please explain the colour codes yellow, red, green and grey that each entry in the Workflow Overview can have.

4. You have setup the Workflow Overview for the company (Company Workflow Overview) on a Sales perspective where you

want to analyze your pipeline, but your valid quotations are not being shown in the Workflow Overview. What might be the

reason for this?

5. Is the Workflow Overview the same for every user in the company? Please explain further.

Practical exercises:

1. Download the most recent version of Standard ERP and setup the Workflow Overview so that user SJ can followup on his

project management per 3 phases.
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APPENDIX

Terminology between different versions of English language

The language used in this material is British English. There can be slight differences between other versions of the English

language, which can lead to confusions. This table should help to clear these up. Sorted alphabetically. 

British USA Canada A u s t r a i a + N e w

Zealand

Singapore

Cheque Check Cheque Cheque Cheque

Colour/coloured Color/colored Colour/coloured Colour/coloured Colour/coloured

Credit Note(CN) Credit Memo (CN) Credit Memo (CM) Credit Note (CN) Credit Note

Dialogue Dialog

Instalment Installment

Jewellery Jewelry Jewellery Jewellery Jewellery

Licence (noun) License Licence Licence Licence

Mileage Claim Miles Way Lists Mileage Claim Mileage Claim

Miles Miles KM KM KM

Mobile Cell Mobile Mobile Mobile

Nominal Ledger (NL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL)

Post Code ZIP Code Post Code Post Code  Post Code

P r o f i t a n d L o s s

Statement

Income Statement Income Statement Statement of Profit or

Loss

Statement of Profit or

Loss

Purchase Ledger Payable (PL = AP) Payable (PL = AP) Purchase Ledger Purchase Ledger

Sales Ledger Receivable (SL=AR) Receivable (SL=AR) Sales Ledger Sales Ledger

Salesman Salesperson Salesperson Salesman Salesperson

Stock Inventory Inventory Stock Inventory

Stocktake Inventory Count Inventory Count Stocktake Inventory Count

Stock Depreciation Inventory Adjustment Inventory Adjustment Stock Depreciation Inventory Adjustment

Supplier Vendor Vendor Supplier Vendor

Turnover Revenue Revenue Revenue Revenue

VAT Sales Tax or Tax Tax (or GST/PST) GST GST/SST/HST
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